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1. Introduction

Marma is a dialect of Arakanese, a Southwestern variety of Burmese. It 
is spoken mainly in the Chittagong Hill Tracts (henceforth CHT), 
Bangladesh, where the population of Marma speaking people is 154,216 
(1991 Census2). In India, Marma is commonly known as Mogh and the 
corresponding population is 30,559 (2001 Census3). There are hardly 
any linguistic reports on Marma/Mogh, except for Konow (1903), Bernot 
(1958; 1966), Huziwara (2003) and Maggard et al. (2007).

 1 This paper is a thoroughly revised version of my presentation under the same 
title at NEILS 3. The text in Marma attached to the original appendix in this 
paper is omitted owing to space constraints. I am indebted to an anonymous 
reviewer for his/her detailed comments on the first draft, to Atsuhiko Kato, 
Mark W. Post and Sawada Hideo for their comments on the second draft, and 
to Mark W. Post for his comments on the third draft. This study was partly 
supported by the Grants-in-Aid for JSPS Fellows from the Ministry of Educa-
tion, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology of Japan for the research entitled 
‘Indoken to sinaken kara mita tyakkugo no kizyutu to hikakugengogakuteki 
kenkyuu’.

 2 It is strange but the Population Census of Bangladesh 2001 no longer lists any 
tribal population, so the latest official tribal figure is that of 1991 (BBS 2002: 
143).

 3 This figure is available from a webpage of the Census of India, http://www.
censusindia.in/ (last accessed on 18 July 2008).
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Marma has 7 vowels /a, e, i, ɔ, o, u, ə/, 27 syllable-initial consonants 
/p, ph [pʰ], b, t, th [tʰ], d, c[ʨ], ch[ʨʰ], j[ʥ], k, kh [kʰ], g, m, hm,4 n, 
hn, ŋ (which also occurs as a syllable final), hŋ,5 l, hl, r, hr, y, w, θ,6 ʃ, 
h/ and one syllable-final consonant /ʔ/ with four distinctive tones: the 
high tone is marked with an acute accent; the rising tone, with a hacek;7 
the stop tone, with a word-final glottal stop; and the low tone is not 
marked.

The general grammatical information of Marma is as follows. Lexemes 
are classified into nouns, verbs and particles. Adjectives occur as a 
subclass of verbs; adverbs, as a subclass of nouns. The most frequent 
word order in a sentence is SOV, although arguments may occur before 
or after the predicate, depending on context. Marma has agglutinative 
morphology, predominantly using suffixes. Temporal/procedural setting 
and/or modification is accomplished via combinations of auxiliary verbs 
and predicate markers. Clause chaining occurs with the aid of various 
kinds of subordinating/converb-forming markers. Marma has a highly 
developed classifier system and a variety of “elaborate expression” (in 
the sense of Matisoff (1991)). Roughly speaking, then, its characteristics 
are quite similar to those encountered in Burmese (Yangon-Mandalay 
dialect). In fact, many lexical items in Marma are almost identical to 
those in Burmese, although Marma forms exhibit a more conservative 
phonological profile, especially among initials.8 Many grammatical 
particles, however, are considerably different from those in Burmese. In 
this paper, I will be focusing mainly on one of the particles not found 
in Burmese.

 4 Almost all voiceless bilabial nasals in written Burmese (henceforth WrB) cor-
respond to hm in Marma. However, there is one, but very often used, exception 
to this: WrB hmaa vs. Marma ma, ‘a locative marker’.

 5 Palatal nasals in Burmese regularly correspond to palatalized velar nasals: WrB 
ñaa vs. Marma ŋya ‘right’ (with reference to side), WrB hño: vs. Marma hŋyú 
‘wither’. Further, note that Burmese o spoken with a high tone (marked with 
a colon) corresponds to ú in Rajasthali Marma, on which this paper is based.

 6 Bernot (1958) reports [ð] phonetically, but there is no [ð] in my data on 
Marma.

 7 The rising tone is accompanied by a creaky vowel, while its counterpart in 
Burmese consists of a creaky vowel quality with a high falling tone.

 8 See Nishi (1999) for the historical phonology of Burmese.
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On the basis of my data, most of which are drawn from narrative 
texts, I will describe the various uses of the particle =ca in Marma.9

2. Various usages of =ca

Marma =ca has four functions: nominalization of clauses, formation of 
relative clauses denoting non-future events, topicalization of NPs and 
sentential nominalization of non-future events.

2.1 Nominalization of non-future clauses
Marma =ca is used to nominalize a clause. In (1), =ca functions as a 
nominalizer since it enables a verb to stand before a postposition.

(1) ... laŋməyá oiʔ=ca=ma ...
 husband.and.wife sleep= NOM=LOC

  ‘…at/in (the place) the couple was sleeping…’

=ca is also used to nominalize a verb in the subject position. In this 
case, a topic marker =gá ~ =ká is also employed very often as in (2). 
At the same time, it is possible to not use it, as in (3).

(2)  ŋa thaŋ=ca=gá...
 1.SG think=NOM=TOP

 ‘What I think is that ...’
(3) ... hlɔʔke [khaiŋtha]NP [ŋyɔ=ca]NP pre-phǒ.
 then  body tired=NOM recover -FUT

 ‘...and then the tired body will recover.’

=ca is occasionally used as a postadnominal marker indicating that 
the referent in question is a property of the head noun.

(4)  [yáŋ ɔiŋ]NP  əyaŋ  [θuthé  tə-
 that deep.pond in.past.times rich.man one-
 yɔʔ=ca]NP hǐŋ-li-re
 CL:man=NOM be-CMPL-NF

 ‘In the past, that deep pond belonged to a rich man.’

 9 =ca has a free variant =ja that appears sporadically after vowel or velar nasal. 
I will deal with the Rajasthali variety, which is slightly different from the 
Bandarban variety, the main dialect of Marma in CHT, where =ca is pro-
nounced as =cɔ.
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2.2 Relativization of non-future events
=ca is generally used as a relative marker. It is used when a relative 
clause refers to a non-future event. It is possible to relativize various 
arguments in the relative clause. But it is not possible to relativize a 
genitival argument.

In (5a), a nominative subject in a sentence like (5b) is relativized.

(5) a.  [[yəma  rɔʔ=ca]R lu]NP =gá ...
 over.there arrive=REL man =TOP

 ‘the man that arrived over there ...’
   b.  [lu] [yəma]  rɔʔ-te.
 man over.there arrive-NF

 ‘A man arrived over there.’

In (6a) a direct object in a sentence like (6b) is relativized.

(6) a. [thú [mráŋ=ca]R cəraiʔ]NP =ma təná
 that see=REL place =LOC little  

ná-gaiʔ-me.
 take.rest-VPL-FUT

 ‘Let’s take a rest at that place (that we) see.’
   b. [ŋərǒ]S [thú cəraiʔ]O mráŋ-re.
 we that place see-NF

 ‘We see that place.’

In (7a), an oblique (in this case, locative) argument in a sentence like 
(7b) is relativized.

(7) a. [yáŋ [cúŋ hǐŋ=ca]R tɔ́]NP =dǒ rɔʔ-te.
 that  ghost exist=REL forest =ALL arrive-NF

 ‘(He) arrived the forest where that ghost lived.’
   b. [yáŋ cúŋ]S [tɔ́ =ma]OBL hǐŋ-re.
 that ghost forest =LOC  exist-NF

 ‘That ghost is in the forest.’

As in (8), it is possible to form a nominal complement construction 
by =ca. It is not exactly a relative clause in that none of its arguments 
are coreferential with the following head noun, but is similar in the sense 
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that the clause functions as a nominal modifier. In nominal complement 
constructions, head nouns tend to be abstract nouns.

(8) [[cɔiʔ ɔŋ=ca]R əpyɔ=ca]NP ...
 war win=REL joy=DEF

 ‘The joy that (he) felt on winning the war ...’

2.3 Topicalization of NPs
=ca often appears after the subject NP. In this function, =ca is glossed 
as =DEF in this paper.10 The =ca of this function is generally preceded 
by animate nouns.

(9)  [[bəlú=ca]NP nɔiŋ-phǒ]NP mə-pɔ.
 ogre=DEF can-FUT  NEG-go.up
 ‘It is not that the ogre can go up.’

More rarely, =ca is preceded by a limited set of inanimate nouns. 
Although the reason for this is not clear, the noun is most often əkuŋ 
‘all’.

(10)  [[əkuŋ=ca] =go] mwı́ŋ rǎ-phǒ
 all=DEF =OBJ ask must-FUT

 ‘(We) must ask about everything.’

In the main clause of the relative-correlative construction,11 =ca 
sometimes appears to show that the subject is a definite argument.

 10 =ca in this position is labelled as TOP in Dockum (2006). I am often inclined 
to do so as well. In fact, the function of this =ca is in many cases that of 
topicalization. Nonetheless, there are three reasons for not labeling it as a 
TOP here. First, we already have =gá ~ =ká as a topic marker, and =ca 
(as a nominalizer) sometimes concurs with =gá ~ =ká. Thus, I do not want 
to use this TOP again for another particle (see §3.3 below for the usage of 
=gá ~ =ká). Second, the Bangla (Bengali) definite particle =ṭa appears 
just in this position as per my Marma teacher’s translation into Bangla. 
Third, demonstratives are often the source of nominalizers in Tibeto-Bur-
man languages, and this might be also the case in Marma =ca (see §4.3 
below for further discussion).

 11 The Marma relative-correlative construction is different from neighbouring 
Indo-Aryan and other TB languages in that both a question word (such as 
ja ‘what’) and a sentence particle of question (=lé ‘=Q’) are employed in 
the subordinate clause, which is perhaps accidentally very similar to the 
situation in Kannada, a Dravidian language (Nadkarni 1975).
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(11)  [yáŋ θu]NP, [[ja jəga=ma] [ja]
 that man what.COL place=LOC what.COL

 louʔ rǎ-phǒ-lé], [yáŋ=ca=go]
 work must-FUT-Q.COL that=DEF=OBJ

 mə-taiʔ.
 NEG-know

‘This man did not know what he must do and where he must work.’ 
(lit. ‘That man, in what place and what (he) must work, did not know 
that=thing.’)

2.4 Sentential nominalization of non-future events
A verb that is nominalized in =ca sometimes occurs as the head of a 
finite/non-embedded clause, although the exact function of such usage 
is not entirely clear. It is difficult to explain the difference between 
sentence endings with and without =ca.12 Therefore, we must be content 
with some examples.13

(12)  kywaiŋdɔ maiŋ=nǎ cá-bəlɔiʔ=ca.
 I  anger=COM eat-PERF=NOM

 ‘It is that I ate (it) completely with anger.’

In this usage, =ca is followed by other predicate markers.

(13)  mráŋ cho-ge, nɔiŋ=ca-bya.
 horse say-COND can=NOM-PERF

 ‘If (it is) a horse, (it) must be able to do it.’

=ca is also used in an interrogative sentence (14).

(14)  de cúŋ-rǒ ... jəgǎ  rɔʔ=ca-lé?
 this ghost-PL from.where arrive=NOM-Q

 ‘From where did these ghosts come ...?’

 12 Although it is difficult to explain, =ca of this type appears to be very 
similar to the =no=da construction in Japanese, where =no serves as a 
kind of nominalizer and has an explanatory force. See Martin (1988: 
851–56) for illustrative examples.

 13 See Matisoff (1972: 246–47) for similar constructions in Lahu. Note, however, 
that in Lahu, it is possible to use this construction irrespective of tense.
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3.  Grammatical devices other than =ca that perform the 
functions of =ca

In the previous section, we have seen various ways in which =ca is used. 
However, there are certain other grammatical devices that also perform 
the same functions as =ca does.

3.1 Nominalization by grammatical devices other than =ca

There is another marker in Marma that serves as a clausal nominalization 
marker. The future tense marker -phǒ is used as a nominalizer of future 
clause. It is possible to regard it as a nominalizer because, as shown in 
(15) (=(9)), it precedes directly to the negative predicate.

(15)  [[bəlú=ca]NP nɔiŋ-phǒ]NP mə-pɔ.
 ogre=DEF can-FUT  NEG-go.up
 ‘It is not that the ogre can go up.’

While clausal nominalization is done by =ca or -phǒ, lexical 
nominalization is realized by affixation and reduplication. Both 
derivational processes are relatively productive.

(16) a. əlouʔ ‘work(n)’ < ə- ‘prefix’ + louʔ ‘work(vt.)’
    b. khrákhrá ‘various(adv/n)’ < khrá ‘divide’ (full   

reduplication)
    c. ŋəŋě ‘soft(adv./n.)’ < ŋě ‘soft(vi.)’ (partial    

reduplication)

3.2 Relativization by grammatical devices other than =ca

When a relative clause refers to a future event, a purposive marker -phǒ 
is employed (17).

(17)  [[rwa+praŋ thwɔʔ-phǒ]R láiŋ]NP =ma ...
 village+outside go.outside-PURP road =LOC

 ‘at the road that goes outside of the village...’

It is sometimes possible for a verb to modify a noun without a relative 
clause marker (18).14

 14 It might be possible that the =ca is just adding definiteness to a similarly zero-
relativized clause. However, zero-relativized clauses are very rare in Marma.
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(18)  [[θaiŋdaphúŋ=go graŋ-khənɔ́iŋ hlɔiʔ]R θaiŋ]NP. 
small.window=OBJ ONOM-ing open  sound

 ‘(She heard) the sound of the opening of the small window.’

 NOTE: -khənɔ́iŋ is a kind of adverbializer that is always used 
with onomatopoeia.

 NOTE: θaiŋ is originally əθaiŋ. Here, the prefix is dropped.

3.3 Topicalization by grammatical devices other than =ca

There is another topic marker in Marma, namely, =gá ~ =ká.15 This 
morpheme appears as =ká after a glottal stop, and as =gá otherwise. 
The difference between =gá ~ =ká and =ca as topic markers is not yet 
clear. However, compared with =ca, =gá ~ =ká can be attached to 
various elements in a sentence and it appears to convey a meaning of 
contrastive focus: it can follow a noun (19), postposition (20), nominalizer 
=ca (21),16 verb (22)17 and verbal predicate (23).

(19)  əkuŋ+θu=gá əhlǎpǎ.
 all+people=TOP beautiful
 ‘All the people are beautiful.’
(20)  ŋǎ=ma =gá tə-khǔ=lé əkyú
 1.OBL=LOC=TOP one-CL:thing=even benefit
 mə-pɔ.
 NEG-appear
 ‘With me, there is not even a single benefit.’

 15 =gá ~ =ká might be related to Proto-Tibeto-Burman locative/ablative marker 
*ka-i (DeLancey 1984: 66) although the direct reflex of *ka-i is the ablative 
marker =gǎ ~ =kǎ whose rising tone is, perhaps, derived from *-i, which bears 
a creaky tone as seen in WrB i ‘a genitive marker’ and is reconstructed as the 
general subordinating particle *-ki (Benedict 1972: 96; Thurgood 1981: 40–
41).

 16 This example has a conditional meaning. As Haiman (1978) points out, it is 
common for a language to employ the same word as a topic marker and a 
conditional marker. In South Asia, for example, the Hindi =to is used in this 
manner.

 17 It seems that there is no =ca in the sentence-final position in negative sen-
tences. However, in these cases, the sentence-final =gá ~ =ká forms a kind 
of nominal complement construction instead.
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(21)  lu cho=ca=gá tə-nı̌ŋ tə-raʔ
 man say=NOM=TOP one-CL:day one-CL:day
 θi rǎ-phǒ.
 die must-FUT

 ‘If you are a man, you must die one day.’ (lit. ‘The so-called 
man must die one day.’)

(22)  təphě=lé  mə-hraʔ=ká.
 only.a.few=even NEG-feel.ashamed=TOP

 ‘It is not shameful even a bit.’
(23)  ŋǎ yɔʔphǎθe nɔiŋ-re=gá,  mráŋ
 1.GEN brother.in.law be.able.to-NF=TOP horse
 +rú=əkhɔŋ=go.
 +be.mad=even?=OBJ

 ‘My brother in law can (ride) even the mad horse.’

3.4 Basic predicate markers other than =ca

Basic predicate markers (i.e. verbal particles that are used obligatorily 
to denote tense/aspect of a sentence) other than =ca are summarised as 
follows. Owing to space constraints in this paper, examples are referred 
to only by their corresponding numbers.

(24) a. future: -me (6), -phǒ (3, 10, 11); the difference between  
-me and -phǒ is not clear.

 b. non-future: -re (4, 8, 17, 18, 23) ~ -te (7); -te appears only 
after a glottal stop.

 c. perfect: =bya (13) ~ =pya; =pya appears only after a glottal 
stop.

4. In search of the origin of =ca

In this section, I will investigate both the forms and functions of several 
grammatical equivalents for Marma =ca in Burmese and Arakanese. 
Then, I will try to elaborate the possibility that Marma =ca is related to 
demonstratives in Tibeto-Burman.18

 18 Discussions as well as grammatical forms of Burmese and Arakanese in this 
section owe foremost to the insightful comments of an anonymous reviewer.
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4.1 Comparison of Marma with Burmese
Considering the various uses of the nominalizer =ca, sañ19 in literary 
Burmese seems likely to be cognate, because it works not only as a 
nominalizer, but also as a relativizer (with an induced creaky tone), 
sentence-final predicate marker, and topic marker,20 as well as a 
demonstrative. However, the problem is that its initial and rhyme do not 
conform with =ca in Marma.21

Another relative clause marker so in WrB cannot be cognate with 
the Marma =ca because of the same reason.

In WrB, we have the nominalizer taa and the realis marker tay. 
However, WrB taa is a fusion of the realis marker tay and the nominalizer 
haa (Okell 1969: 22). As for WrB tay, the Marma -te ~ -re is the direct 
reflex. In general, WrB t corresponds to Marma t. So, it is not probable 
that WrB taa and tay are directly related to Marma =ca. Further, note 
that, unlike WrB, the Marma -te ~ -re does not carry an induced creaky 
tone and cannot be used as a relative marker.

Another candidate for a Marma =ca cognate in Burmese is, although 
not attested as an independent nominalizer, the verb nominalizer suffix 
caraa ‘things for’ in WrB (-səra in Arakanese), where s corresponds 
to c in WrB and Marma and the schwa reduced from and written as a. 
For this form, -cəra ~ -jəra is found in Marma. It might be a cognate 
but is different in that it shows obligatory voicing alternation. 

The last candidate is WrB cwaa, which is also attested in Old 
Burmese (Ohno 2005: 267, 275). It is used as an adverbializer or an 
intensifier for preceding verbs. Phonological correspondence with Marma 
is fairly good, but the meaning does not necessarily match.22

 19 Nishida (1989: 807–808) suggests that *s was once a past tense marker in 
Proto-Tibeto-Burman, which is still reflected in WrB sañ as well as in Jingpho 
past/perfect predicate marker sai.

 20 According to an anonymous reviewer, the topical use of sañ is usually attrib-
uted to influence from Pali through Nissaya (calqued Pali) Burmese and its 
function is not exactly to topicalize. See Okell (1967: 103) for examples in 
Nissaya Burmese.

 21 As a rule, Marma /c/ corresponds to /c/ in WrB, and WrB /añ/ to Marma /e/. 
See Huziwara (2003: 262, 269) for details.

 22 In WrB, cwaa is used as in pyo-hrwang-cwaa-phrang. ‘happily (lit. happy-
cwaa-by)’, where cwaa can be regarded as a nominalizer as it precedes the 
postposition phrang (Kato Atsuhiko, p.c.). cwaa is also used as a kind of 
nominalizer in idiomatic expressions like mrat-cwaa-bhu-raa: ‘The Noble 
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4.2 Comparison of Marma with Arakanese
The direct reflex of Marma =ca in Arakanese is a nominalizer sɔ ~ zɔ.23 
It functions as a special head noun and also appears in sentence-final 
position (Okell 1995: 28). However, there are two differences: Marma 
=ca does not show compulsory voicing alternation and Arakanese sɔ ~ 
zɔ is not used as a topic marker.

In Arakanese, to mark the subject explicitly, a grammatical particle 
re is employed. It is also used to emphasize the object (Okell 1995: 27). 
As in the case of WrB sañ, re is also used as a declarative marker, where 
it has an allomorph te (Okell 1995: 28–29).24 Although the form is 
completely different, this kind of bifunctionality is reminiscent of Marma 
=ca. Here, the difference is only with regard to the position in the 
accusative noun phrase: the Arakanese re is attached after the case marker 
(Okell 1995: 47 (2.59), 51 (3.25)), while Marma =ca is attached before 
it (see examples 10 and 11).

4.3 Possible demonstrative origin of =ca
It is well known that demonstratives may give rise to nominalizers (as 
English that). Very similar types of phenomena are found in the Burma/
North East India corridor (Mark W. Post, p.c.): Galo (this volume), Lotha 
(Herring 1991: 66), Rawang (LaPolla 2008) and Mizo (Chhangte 1993: 
70) are languages in which the phenomenon of demonstratives and/or 
articles giving rise to nominalizers and/or relativizing morphemes has 
been identified, to name a few.

There are three demonstratives in Marma: de, yáŋ and thú. Among 
them, de is the direct cognate of both WrB demonstrative dii and 
Arakanese demonstrative de (Okell 1995: 33). WrB dii has a free variant 
sañ, which is, in turn, used as a nominalizer as we have seen in the 
previous section.25

Lord (Buddha; lit. noble-cwaa-buddha)’ (Sawada Hideo, p.c.). See Okell and 
Allott (2001: 58–59) for various uses of cwaa in Burmese.

 23 Remember that =ca appears as =cɔ in the Bandarban dialect, which is spoken 
by the majority of Marma people living in CHT.

 24 According to an anonymous reviewer, the Arakanese re carries an induced 
creaky tone and serves as a relativizer, but Okell (1995: 17) states that the 
Arakanese re does not carry a creaky tone. In my observation, in Marma re 
does not serve as a relativizer, and the relativizer =ca never carries a creaky 
tone.

 25 See Simpson (2009) for further discussions and insights on possible links 
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Marma =ca by itself is not used as a demonstrative. However, 
although it is not used as a nominalizer, one of the possible cognates for 
Marma =ca is the Tamangic demonstrative ca.26 It is not impossible 
that Marma =ca has something to do with demonstratives.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, I briefly described various ways in which the Marma particle 
=ca is used. Its principal function is nominalization, which extends to 
relativization as well as a sentence-final declarative use. This kind of 
versatile particle is common among Tibeto-Burman languages (Matisoff 
1972, for instance).

The various functions and forms of the Marma =ca in Burmese (WrB) 
and Arakanese are roughly summarised in Table 1.

between demonstratives, ir/realis markers and nominalizers in Burmese. How-
ever, note that the demonstrative use of WrB sañ is not attested in inscrip-
tional Burmese, while the topical/nominative use (from 12c onward) and the 
sentence-final/nominalizer use (from 14c onward) are attested. Thus it is not 
probable for the Burmese sañ to be originally demonstrative (Sawada Hideo 
p.c.).

 26 See Honda (2007) for various forms of demonstratives in Tamangic languages. 
Lotha topic marker có (Herring 1991) and Mizo demonstrative/relative clause 
marker cû (Chhangte 1993: 70) might be cognate with Marma =ca, too.

Table 1 Marma =ca and its equivalents in Burmese and Arakanese

 Marma Burmese Arakanese

Nominalization =ca taa, sañ sɔ~zɔ

Relativization =ca tay., sañ., so re

Sentence-final =ca, -re~-te taa, tay, sañ sɔ~zɔ, re~te

Topicalization =ca, =gá~=ká kaa:, sañ re

Demonstrative de dii, sañ de

Adverbializer — cwaa —

What is most striking in the case of Marma, however, is that =ca is 
also used as a definite/topic marker, which is pervasive in Tibeto-Burman 
languages of NE India, but not so common in elsewhere. The versatile 
use of =ca is, perhaps, a result of years of language contact in this 
region.
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Abbreviations

- Morpheme boundary 
= Clitic boundary 
+ Word boundary in compound noun
1 First person
ALL Allative
CL Numeral classifier
CMPL Completive
COL Correlative marker
COM Comitative
COND Conditional
DEF Definite
FUT Future tense
GEN Genitive
LOC Locative
NEG Negative
NF Non-future tense
NOM Nominalizer
[...]NP Noun phrase
OBJ Objective
OBL Oblique
ONOM Onomatopoeia
PERF Perfective
PL Plural
PURP Purpose
Q Question
[...]R Relative clause
REL Relative clause marker
SG Singular
TOP Topic
VPL Auxiliary verb indicating plurality of subject or action
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